To determine (i) the association between long-term impairment of consciousness after severe brain injury, spontaneous brain oscillations, and underlying subcortical damage, and (ii) whether such data can be used to aid patient diagnosis, a process known to be susceptible to high rates of error.
Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are increasingly employed to monitor patient neurological status 1, 2 , residual cognitive function [3] [4] [5] , state of awareness [6] [7] [8] [9] , and potential for recovery [10] [11] [12] [13] in patients with a disorder of consciousness (DOC; i.e., Coma, Vegetative State, VS; Minimally Conscious State 'minus,' MCS-; Minimally Conscious State 'plus,' MCS+; 14, 15 ). In the context of bedside EEG, analysis of the magnitude of oscillations at different frequencies (i.e., power spectrum analysis), has shown capable of differentiating DOC patients from patients with severe neurocognitive disorder but no disorder of consciousness 16 , as well as clinical categories of chronic DOC (i.e., VS, MCS), with depth of impairment being correlated with slower, and larger amplitude, oscillations 17, 18 . While this technique has been shown to be sensitive to different injury etiologies 19 , it is blind to the underlying anatomical damage. At a theoretical level, the mesocircuit theory of recovery of consciousness after brain injury predicts a relationship between the slowing and amplitude of electrocortical oscillations and the degree of pathologic changes taking place after trauma, hypoxia, or multifocal ischemia 20 . In particular, under this view, the evolving damage occurring after severe brain injury results in a reduction of thalamo-cortical and thalamo-striatal excitatory outflow, due to deafferentation and loss of neurons in central thalamus, which leads to a net decrease in excitatory input to the forebrain and striatum 20 . While indirect evidence exists in support of this model, with in vivo and post-mortem works demonstrating a relationship between damage to thalamus, loss of thalamo-cortical structural connectivity, and depth of impairment [21] [22] [23] , there is virtually no data directly uniting the patterns of EEG power spectra at the scalp in bedside recordings and patterns of subcortical damage in long-term DOC patients, a gap which is not only problematic for the clinician's interpretation of the observed EEG data, but also hampers our ability to monitor, through an unexpensive, repeatable technique, easily applicable at the patient's bedside, interventions and their effects. In what follows, we address, in a large cohort of patients with chronic DOC, the heretofore untested relationship between observed electrocortical rhythms, patterns of subcortical brain atrophy (including thalamus, brainstem, and basal ganglia), and behavioral measures of awareness and arousal, as indexed by the Coma Recovery Scale-revised (CRS-R; 24 ).
Methods

Participants
A consecutive sample of 116 patients was recruited from a larger database (n = 153) of adult chronic DOC patients with acquired acute severe brain injury, who underwent a 1-week program of clinical multimodal assessments during 2011-2013 at the Coma Research Centre (CRC) of the Neurological Institute C. Besta in Milan, Italy. The assessment included (i) clinical evaluation with the CRS-R 24 , (ii) a multiple neurophysiological evaluation including a long-lasting EEG, and (iii) neuroradiological assessment including a structural T1-weighted MRI. The patient cohort was also described in previous works of our group [25] [26] [27] [28] . The acquisition of both EEG and structural MRI (T1-weighted) datasets, constituted the inclusion criteria for each patient. Experienced raters independently assessed each patient 4 times with the Italian version of the CRS-R 29 ; the best recorded performance was used to classify the patient as VS or MCS. As described below, 55 patients were discarded due to the low quality of the MRI data (e.g. motion during the data acquisitions)
in agreement with the procedure described previously 21 suffered from anoxic brain injury and 37% (n = 23) from haemorrhagic brain injury and/or ischemic brain injury. The median disease duration at the time of the study was 24 months (range = 5-198 months). (See Table S1 ). The local Ethics Committee approved all aspects of this research and written informed consent was obtained from the legally authorized representative of the patients prior to their inclusion in the study.
Data acquisition and analysis
EEG data acquisition and processing
As described previously 28 , patients underwent polygraphic recordings between 2 p.m. Analysis of subcortical structures was conducted using a technique known as shape or vertex analysis, part of the FMRIB software library (FSL; FMRIB, Oxford, UK), following a previously established pipeline 13, 21 . Briefly, MR images were brainextracted using optiBET 30 , then the thalamus, caudate, putamen, globus pallidus, hippocampus, and brainstem were segmented using FSL FIRST 31 , for each patient and structure separately, and then reconstructed into 3-dimensional vertex meshes, as depicted in Figure 1 . In addition, the intracranial volume (ICV), a measure of global atrophy including white and gray matter volume, was calculated for each patient using a modified FSL SIENA algorithm 32 . 
Statistical Analyses
In what follows, we describe the four analyses we performed. First, we assessed the EEG spectral data and their association with depth of the DOC. Following, we assessed how the MRI measures of subcortical atrophy are related to the EEG power spectral data and to the behavioral presentation (i.e., CRS-R). Finally, we brought together demographic, MRI and EEG data into an analytic model (i.e., binary logistic regression) attempting to separate VS from MCS patients.
EEG analysis
To assess the relationship between EEG spectral power and its relation to clinical grouping, we ran a mixed-model linear analysis with EEG (relative) power as the 
EEG -MRI analysis
We related relative EEG spectral features to subcortical local shape change measures.
Prior to performing this analysis, however, because of significant correlations among spectral characteristics across electrodes and frequency bands, spectral data were components were then entered, as independent variables, in a general linear model attempting to capture associations with localized shape patterns (e.g., atrophy). The analysis also included, as covariates, sex, age, time-post-injury, etiology (i.e., TBI vs non-TBI), and ICV (to ensure that observed tissue displacement reflect local subcortical shape changes independent of overall brain atrophy). Group-level significance was assessed with a non-parametric permutation test at a level of p < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons using a family-wise cluster correction and threshold free cluster enhancement (TFCE) as implemented in FSL randomize 33, 34 .
CRS-R -MRI analysis
In this analysis, we related the patients' behavioral presentation, as captured by the CRS-R subscales, with subcortical atrophy. Because of significant correlations between the subscales of the CRS-R (i.e., the desired independent variables), behavioral data were entered into a PCA performed analogously to the one described above. The analysis returned 3 components with an eigenvalue greater than 1, 
Results
EEG results
The mixed-model analysis revealed a significant interaction (F (10, 1309.055) = 16.599, p < 0.001) between diagnostic group (i.e., VS, MCS-, MCS+) and EEG features (i.e., total power, delta, theta, alpha, beta, gamma frequency bands; see Figure 2 and Table   3 ) 
EEG -MRI analysis
As shown in Figure 3 , three of the EEG factors exhibited significant correlations with local atrophy measurements. Specifically, the β/δ ratio component was negatively associated with greater atrophy in bilateral thalamus (left: t = 3.28, p = 0.025, 1,007 significant vertices [sig. vert.], right: t = 2.85, p = 0.041, 544 sig. vert.), bilateral globus pallidus (left: t = 4.26, p = 0.002, 491 sig. vert.; right: t = 3.42, p = 0.025, 356 sig. vert.), left caudate (t = 3.37, p = 0.02, 793 sign. vert.), and right hippocampus (t = 3.21, p = 0.02, 735 sig. vert.) (see Fig. 3a ). The θ/δ component was negatively associated with increased atrophy in right putamen (t = 3.72, p = 0.037, 140 sig. vert.) and right globus pallidus (t = 3.89, p = 0.037, 30 sig. vert.) (see Fig. 3b ). Finally, the total power component was negatively associated with widespread atrophy in the brainstem (including the 4 th ventricle region; t = 4.41, p = 0.004, 3704 sig. vert.), as well as the left globus pallidus (t = 4.00, p = 0.008, 365 sig. vert.) and right caudate (t = 5.48, p = 0.018, 193 sig. vert.) (see Fig. 3c ). No significant associations were detected for any of the remaining components. 
CRS-R -MRI analysis
As shown in Figure 4a ,b, two of the CRS-R components exhibited significant correlations with local atrophy measurements. Specifically, the motor component was negatively associated with greater atrophy in broad regions of the brainstem (t = 3.69, p = 0.074, 4,301 sig. vert.; see Fig. 4a ) while the oromotor-communication component was negatively associated with greater atrophy in regions of the brainstem (t = 2.74, p = 0.05, 943 sig. vert.), left putamen (t = 3.23, p = 0.023, 712 sig. vert.), and right globus pallidus (t = 2.38, p = 0.049, 108 sig. vert.). A large, but only marginally significant, clusters was also observed in left thalamus (t = 2.36, p = 0.06, 928 sig.
vert.) (see Fig. 4b ). Fig. 3 for color interpretation.)
Predicting DOC level from EEG spectral features
As shown in Figure 5a and contribution of increasingly complex model (i.e., adding brain atrophy and EEG components) is to increase the model's sensitivity to MCS (at the cost of a decrease in specificity). Finally, in terms of individual variables, as shown in Figure 5b and Table 2 , the full model selected one behavioral component (age/sex; β = 1.44, OR = 1.06, p = 0.002), overall brain atrophy (β = 1.27, OR = 3.56, p < 0.001), as well as the EEG total power (β = 0.66, OR = 1.94, p = 0.017), and, though only marginally significant, the EEG θ/δ ratio component (β = 0.61, OR = 1.84, p = 0.06). specificity, and precision of the model with behavioral components only, the model with behavioral components and the brain normalization factor, and the model with behavioral components, brain normalization factor, and EEG components. Bottom: Individual predictors selected for the full model (i.e., BEH+Brain+EEG).
Discussion
In this work we report three main findings addressing the relationship between severity of the impairment of consciousness EEG spectral profile, and sub-cortical atrophy.
First, our results show that spectral profiles recorded with conventional EEG map onto specific patterns of subcortical brain pathology (as observed with MRI), in line with a recent proposal. 20, 35 Indeed, we find that the ratio of fast (i.e., beta) to slow (i.e., delta)
frequencies is related to atrophy in thalamic regions well known to be associated with severity of impairment after brain injury, as shown in post-mortem 36 and in vivo 21, 37, 38 studies, putatively secondary to delayed injury. Damage within thalamus, along with functional 4 and/or structural disconnection of thalamo-cortical projections 23 , is indeed central to current theories of recovery from severe brain injury 35 , and might be key to the network dysfunction and inferred loss of information processing measured with advanced neuroimaging approaches 6, 7, 26, 28, 39, 40 . Furthermore, a recent cross-modal study in the acute and sub-acute patients has shown that EEG spectral profiles dominated by slow frequencies (i.e., delta) are predictive of poor outcome and increased thalamic atrophy at 6 months post injury in moderate-to-severe TBI patients recovering from coma 13 . Indeed, interventions aimed at up-regulating thalamic activity have been shown to be capable of enhancing (to different degrees) behavioral responsiveness in patients suffering from severe brain injury [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Second, similarly to results obtained in a different (large) cohort of chronic DOC patients 21 Similarly, the VS patients classified as MCS by our algorithm could either be a reflection of the variance in the spectrum of oscillations that are compatible with a state of unconsciousness, or a genuine misdiagnosis 4, 9, 49 . In evaluating the above results, the reader should be mindful of some limitations in our approach. First, as is often the case in the context of chronic DOC, our results are skewed by survivor bias effects; we might thus be representing a spectrum of impairment which, while severe, excludes the even greater damage present in patients who do not survive until over a
year post injury. Second, due to significant correlations across channels within and across power bands, in order to perform the regression analyses presented above we had to first reduce the independent variables by means of a PCA. While this is conventional, it does affect the interpretation of our results in as much as we cannot directly assess whether the effects we report in mixed component (e.g., the β/δ component) are principally due to either frequency or to their combination. Third, gamma frequencies are known to often contain residual muscle artifacts; a reason why they are often excluded in analyses. Here we decided to keep them mainly because, even if they do contain artefacts, including the gamma component still contributes to explaining variance in the signal (even if we cannot tell if their variance is due to brain processes, motion, or a combination of the two). Had we not included it, any variance across patients due to motion would have de facto been subsumed by the unexplained variance term thereby making our statistical estimates more conservative. In this sense, our approach is analogous, to give an example, to the conventional inclusion of motion parameters in functional MRI studies. Finally, we stress that while we report associations between brain damage in subcortical regions and EEG spectral features, this does not necessarily imply that the pinpointed areas are, themselves, the generators of specific oscillatory rhythms at rest.
In conclusion, the present work begins bridging very different levels of analysis of patients surviving severe brain injury, uniting brain pathology in subcortical regions considered to be key to DoC 35 , clinical evaluation 24 , and power spectral features 1, 13, 19 . Furthermore, our data show that such multimodal approaches are not only important from the point of view of basic research, but can also be employed in the context of diagnosis, something that is known to be particularly challenging in this patient cohort [46] [47] [48] .
Importantly, our techniqueswhile novel in their current multimodal applicationare entirely based on conventional clinical data (for both EEG and MRI) and on analysis pipelines that have been well validated in populations with severe brain pathology 30 and are freely available, implying that the methods we presented are relevant and directly translatable to clinical practice. Furthermore, the present data also show that the pattern of association between spectral profile, brain damage, and clinical variables observed in the acute setting 13 persist through the chronic time frame, in line with the idea that brain injury is best thought of as a long-term disease as opposed to an "event" 50 .
